
Final portfolio: Revision and Reflection
So far this semester, you’ve experimented with different genres and with reaching a range of audiences
through your writing. You’ve conducted research, you’ve written autobiographical pieces, and you’ve
evaluated artifacts. You’ve explored different purposes and tested out different stances. You’ve practiced
choosing which rhetorical strategies best accomplish which goals. You’ve shared your drafts with peers
and you’ve offered feedback on your peers’ writing. You’ve reflected on your writing at various points
and after every revised project. You’ve done all this writing and preparation, and now it’s time for a final
project: the portfolio.

Task
Your task is to demonstrate to the reader that you can both revise and reflect.  Those two expectations are
intertwined: you are expected to revise two or more of your writing projects and to reflect on how and
why you have made specific changes to improve your work. In its final form, your portfolio should
demonstrate your progression as a writer throughout the course of the semester. As you are completing
the process of revision and are writing your reflective introduction, you will identify for readers which
skills you’ve developed over the semester, discussing your strengths and weaknesses as a writer.

Suggested Process
1. Re-read all your writing from this semester, including post writes.
2. Begin revising the two or more projects that you want to present in your final portfolio.
3. While revising, start preparing your reflection by reviewing the outcomes.
4. In writing your reflection or reflective elements, reference the changes you’ve made and how

each revised piece provides evidence of a specific writing ability or skill.
5. Organize your portfolio entries, and decide if you will reflect on and introduce each individual

piece, thread reflective writing throughout, or provide opening material that sets the stage: it’s up
to you.

Rhetorical Situation
Remember that your audience, your evaluator, wants a satisfying reading experience. Your reader will
want to be able to identify easily the skills which best reflect your development as a writer; in addition,
your evidence of those skills (your writing) should be persuasive and polished. It’s okay to play with
voice or style, but be sure you’re providing the evidence required and sharing the best possible writing.

Formatting, Due Date, and Criteria
Generally speaking, your portfolio should be in the range of 3000 words (that’s about 12 double-spaced
pages in a 12-point font). Be sure to include the word count on your portfolio. Please include a Works
Cited or References page (this page does not count toward the word count), and save the entire portfolio,
including references, as a single document. Portfolios must be submitted by Tuesday, December 5. The
rubric for this assignment, attached, focuses on three criteria:
1.     Attention to rhetorical situation;
2.     Reflective thinking; and
3.     Conventions and craft.

Task Description: Each portfolio will be approximately 3,000 words (not including Works Cited or
References pages) and will include reflection on the student’s development and progress through the
course. The reflective elements—whether an introductory essay, prefaces to each entry, or other
form—must address the rhetorical situation (assessment/evaluation) directly and identify choices the
writer has made in including or preparing an entry to demonstrate this progress. The entire portfolio is
expected to demonstrate the writer’s care and competence.



excellent or nearly so solid or competent barely passing

Reflective
Thinking

Reflective elements are
well-developed and demonstrate
the writer’s keen insights and
thoughtfulness about his or her
learning in this course. The
writer clearly identifies progress
s/he has made, and vividly
connects that progress to the
portfolio contents. The writer
addresses in detail why entries
were chosen and/or how they
were revised for the portfolio.

Reflective elements are
sufficiently developed and
offer some thoughtfulness
about the writer’s learning in
the course. The writer
identifies progress s/he has
made, and connects that
progress to the portfolio
contents fairly consistently.
The writer addresses
adequately why entries were
chosen or how they were
revised for the portfolio.

Reflective elements are
underdeveloped and may make
only broad, unsupported, or
generic claims about the writer’s
learning in the course. The writer
may not identify progress made
or may not make connections
between that progress and the
portfolio contents.  The writer
addresses only briefly why
entries were chosen or how they
were revised for the portfolio.

Attention to the
Rhetorical
Situation

The writer has made apt
decisions in light of the
assessment situation for the
portfolio. For every portfolio
entry, readers are clear about the
purpose and how it illustrates the
student's’ rhetorical knowledge,
composing process, and/or
reflective learning. The writer
uses course terms (e.g., genre,
audience, revision, etc.)
comfortably or expertly.

The writer has made mostly
apt decisions for this
assessment situation. For
almost all of portfolio entries,
readers are clear about the
purpose and how entries
contribute to the student’s
rhetorical knowledge,
composing process, and/or
reflective learning. The writer
makes competent use of
course terms.

The writer has not made apt
decisions in light of this
assessment situation. The entries
do not consistently indicate the
writer’s attention to the
rhetorical situation.  The writer
does not seem to have command
of the terms from the course
content or materials.

Conventions
& Craft

The reader has no questions
about sources or documentation.
Minimal errors in usage,
grammar, punctuation, or
mechanics—none that impede
meaning. Portfolio length meets
expectations.

The reader may have one or
two questions about sources or
documentation. A few errors
in usage, grammar,
punctuation, or mechanics that
may impede meaning
somewhat. Portfolio length
mostly meets expectations.

The reader has a number of
questions about sources or
documentation. Multiple errors
in usage, grammar, punctuation,
or mechanics that impede
meaning. Portfolio length is
significantly different from
expectations.

Adapted from Portfolio Teaching


